Effects of hydration on the proton transfer mechanism in the adenine-thymine base pair.
We report the first density functional study of water catalytic effect in the double proton transfer (DPT) taking place in the adenine-thymine (AT) base pair. To gain more insight regarding the accuracy of several theoretical methods, the ability of various functionals and models for describing the geometry of this system has first been checked. According to our results, BP86/6-311++G(d,p) is the best option for describing the solvation effects in AT when applied to a two-water-molecule-featuring model. The two possible mechanisms for DPT in solution are explored: in the first one, water molecules only remain passive elements, whereas in the second one they are directly included in the reaction path. For the noncatalyzed mechanism, the stable structures constitute the canonical form of the base pair and the first proton transfer product. Nevertheless, by involving the two water molecules in the reaction, we found three stable species: canonical base pair, first proton transfer product, and double proton transfer product. Although the thermodynamic analysis confirms that AT does not contribute to spontaneous mutation through proton transfer catalyzed by surrounding water, our results suggest that microhydration may play a crucial role for DPT reaction in others DNA or RNA basis pair.